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Tyndall Plateau concerns and alternatives compiled by Nick Monk (bushwalker/wilderness 

photographer) 

All images included in this document are from the Tyndall plateau itself.  

The Tyndall Plateau is a highly exposed alpine plateau that bears the full brunt of the Roaring 40s, 

has the highest rainfall of anywhere in the state (adjacent to Mt Read), and is often shrouded in 

mist. There is very little shelter for walkers caught in bad weather.  

The conglomerate rock geology of the West Coast Range, north of Queenstown, combines with 

Tasmania’s incredible alpine flora to create a fragile environment on the plateau that has not been 

touched by the mining contamination to the south, and as such is unique in the world. It has all the 

environmental values of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area but has been strongly 

resisted for inclusion by previous governments.  

The weather and relative difficulty in accessing the plateau keeps the numbers of walkers to a level 

which is currently manageable by the environment. The projected 5,500 overnight walkers per year 

(p 19 of the Philosophers Tale proposal PDF, year 3 figures – NB their proposal figures are based on 

the ‘other end’ of the track, I can only assume they are transferrable) will be a genuine assault on an 

incredibly fragile place. No boardwalks or platforms will contain these walkers from wandering all 

over the plateau in large numbers.  

 

The above photo shows a southern view towards Mt Geike, from below the gently sloping and 

expansive summit of Mt Tyndall. The proposed route goes straight through the middle of this area, 

which is riddled with cushion plants. Although they are not obvious in this photo, I have included the 

closer crop of photo below, with the obvious cushion plants marked with red dots: 



 

 

Cushion plants are a feature of a lot of the plateau: 

 



 

 



There are numerous lakes and tarns on the plateau, and they are particularly sensitive around the 

edges. 

The below photo shows an edge of a small pink quartzite beach on Lake Tyndall – lined with moss 

and cushion plants, and sprinkled with fagus leaves. Such a beach would be hard to resist by 

thousands of walkers every year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The little tarns are extraordinary, but incredibly fragile: 

 

 



This photo shows an overview of the main plateau area (looking west). Fagus, Pencil Pines, and King 

Billy Pines are the stand-out shrubs. Note the very wet area in shadow at the base – cushions plants 

and delicate mosses dominate down there.  

 

 



In amongst the conglomerate rock shelves are scenes like this, repeated and repeated: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The proposed route and ‘cliff camp’ deserve particular attention. A reminder, here is what the West 

Coast Council have presented in their submission: 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Remember this cave photograph above ^^^ for the next page  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Cliff Camp: 

If there was any doubt about the sensitive nature of this area, where a HUT is proposed, then let this 

photograph tell its own story. THIS IS THE CLIFF CAMP. That cave from the previous page is the dark 

scar in the bottom centre of that rock buttress, above the first band of fagus. 

      



A hut, or ANY infrastructure at all at ‘Cliff Camp’, would be ecological desecration and a very sad day 

indeed.  

 

Even the rocks there are highly sensitive, with extraordinary prone fagus bushes clinging on to dear 

life across their surfaces. They grow like this here because the wind tunnels straight through the gap 

in the cliff line. This photograph is directly on top of the cliffs at ‘Cliff Camp’, overlooking Lake 

Huntley. The previous photo showing the cave, is directly to the right, out of picture.  

 



Continuing on with the theme of wild weather, here is a photo showing much of the proposed WCC 

route up on to the range at Mt Tyndall: 

 

Of particular note, here is the route, proposed to come along a knife-edge ridge 

 

 

 

 

 



Here are the contours on the map – not a great place to be in fog, snow, or gale. Incredible 

exposure: 

 

Below: The WCC map, from the PDF. There’s no other viable way past that knife-edge ridge, either.  

 

 

 

 

 



THE ALTERNATE ROUTE 

 

 

NB Caveats:  

1) This is a very roughly-drawn route, but follows leads and ridges, tries to avoid obvious areas 

of tough scrub, and allows for incredible scenery.  

2) THERE WILL BE LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES with this route. Probably similar to the WCC 

proposed route. This is a very wild area, far more difficult than the Three Capes Track, for 

example.  

3) Any alternate route will require track hardening and vegetation clearance. This is an 

alternate that avoids the precious nature of the plateau as a whole, but, like any track, 

vegetation will need to be cut.  

4) The lower country, in general, will be far more tolerant to wandering boots (but not immune 

to damage, which is inevitable for something like this).  

5) The lower country will provide significant weather and weather-related improvements in use 

and construction.  



6) A hut at Lake Huntley itself may be a significant ‘collateral damage’ issue of this alternate 

route, but there is room to cross that bridge when we get to it. The plateau must be the 

priority if this walk is otherwise inevitable.  

 

The route starts off the same as the WCC proposal, following the old Lake Spicer 4WD track east 

from the Anthony Link Rd. It leaves the 4WD track at a similar location to the WCC proposal, but 

takes the more easterly and broader ridge on the other side of the glacial valley that terminates 

at the cliffs at the base of Mt Tyndall. The actual route up on to this ridge could one of several 

options depending on the ‘on the ground’ situation with scrub and lines into the higher country. 

Once on the ridge, it will follow this for a while, with extraordinary cliff views along the way, as 

well as views to Cradle Mountain and the majority of the Reserve mountains. It will then pass 

west of a small tarn.  

Here the route will sidle north of large knob before heading steeply down to near the shore of 

Lake Huntley. This part of the route will present challenges in route location and vegetation 

obstacles.  

At Lake Huntley the extraordinary views of the 300m cliffs will be the showpiece.  

From the lake the route will climb steeply to a wide plateau. Relatively open, this plateau will 

descend gently in relatively open country for several kilometres. It will pass to the east of Lake 

Malcom before climbing to Farquhar Lookout for more incredible views, including the dominant 

Eldon Peak, the far Frenchmans Cap, and Mount Sedgwick to the south.  

From here, the route will head west across relatively open country towards the long cliff line of 

The Bastian, Mt Geikie, and The Chin, before joining the last part of the proposed WCC route and 

descending to the saddle between Lake Martha and Lake Mary, the WCC site for the ‘Martha 

Camp’. The alternate route ends here, and then follows the remaining WCC route to Lake 

Margaret.  

 

This alternate route is both achievable and spectacular, without risking the incredibly sensitive 

plateau, and is much better from a weather perspective. It will also still traverse through 

beautiful fagus and conifers, offering an experience on par, or better, than other wilderness 

walks in Tasmania.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Of note, one of the images used by PWS in their facebook page announcement of the walk, 

shows the view of Lake Huntley and the cliffs that you would only see on the alternate route. 

(Photo courtesy of PWS, via Facebook) 

 

 


